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Street corner society study questions pdf

The Racketeer in His Social SettingV. Finding Cornerville3. History of the Rackets2. Appended discussion of methodology, the impact of the study on one of the community residents, 36 references, and a subject index A classic study of fieldwork and participant observation: Whyte's Street Corner Society In the late 1930s, a young graduate student at
Harvard University named William Foote Whyte became fascinated by the lively street life of a nearby, rather rundown section of Boston. Getting Street Corner Society Accepted as a Doctoral Thesis16. The New Administration8. His curiosity ultimately led Whyte to carry out four years of participant observation in this neighbourhood, which he called
'Cornerville', producing a sociological classic in the process. Now that he had entered the Cornerville world, Whyte began his work in earnest. Loyalty and Social MobilityPart II. Unwilling to accept easy stereotypes, Whyte set out to discover for himself exactly what kind of life went on inside this community. The Political Career3. Would you mind if I
joined you?' Instantly, he realised his miscalculation: 'There was a moment of silence while the man stared at me. Cornerville Revisited15. Moreover, in the eyes of others the reputation of the key informant - for better or worse - usually rubs off on the investigator. I assured him that this would not be necessary, and demonstrated as much by walking
right out of there without any assistance.' (1981: 289) As this incident suggests, gaining entry to a community - that is, becoming a participant - is the crucial (and sometimes hazardous) first step in this type of research. He glared at me. And, as Whyte quickly found out, even what he intended as a friendly overture could seem pushy and rude to
others. In the process, he learned that this neighbourhood was hardly the stereotypical slum. The Racketeers in the Cornerville S. These analyses focus on particular individuals who operate within these structures. Tony Cataldo and the Shelby Street Boys2. The Gang and the Individual2. Carlo and TonyVI. The Problem of
CornervilleAppendixesAppendix A: On the Evolution of "Street Corner Society"1. Farewell to Cornerville14. But using a key informant also has its risks. After all, an upper-middle-class Anglo-Saxon graduate student from Harvard did not exactly 'fit in' to Cornerville life. Tony’s Beano Party7. Issues considered are what makes a man a "big shot" and by
what means he is able to dominate the "little guys." To address these issues, the author profiles Tony Cataldo, a prominent racketeer who is concerned, among other things, with controlling the "corner boys." Also profiled is George Ravello, Cornerville's State senator, as he organizes his political campaign to gain the support of the "corner boys." The
analysis reveals that the heads of political and racket organizations in Cornerville cooperate with one another. Beginning his investigation, Whyte considered a range of research methods. Conclusion1. He looked around the room, but could find no woman alone. Venture into Politics8. The Story of Chick Morelli2. The study, which was initiated in the
latter part of the 1930's, continued into the 1980's, as the author maintained contact with the community, along with the individuals and families he first met in the 1930's. The Crisis and Tony Cataldo6. The Nature of the Groups2. In short, his book makes for fascinating reading about the dreams, deeds and disappointments of one ethnic community,
and it contains a richness of detail that only long-term participant observation can provide. Club1. Social Activities4. The Members of the Gang2. Reorganizing the Club4. Revisiting Street Corner Society Fifty Years LaterAppendix B: The Whyte Impact on an Underdog by Angelo Ralph OrlandellaAppendix C: Selected ReferencesIndex Read Moreabout
table of contents Read Lessabout table of contents Whyte decided, therefore, to ease into Cornerville life and patiently seek out the keys to understanding this rather mysterious place. His celebrated book, Street Corner Society (1981; orig. Perhaps this long-term commitment explains why participant observation is used less often than other methods
described in this chapter. Then he offered to throw me down the stairs. Organizing the Campaign4. With Doc's help, Whyte soon became a 'regular' in the neighbourhood. The "little guys" are examined in Part I, especially how they organize the activities of their own groups. In sum, while relying on a key informant at the outset, a participant-observer
soon must seek a broader range of contacts. The Social Role of the Settlement House3. You ask those questions and people will clam up on you. 'Breaking in' typically depends on patience, ingenuity and a little luck. Such people not only introduce a researcher to a community but often continue to be sources of help and information on a host of issues.
Soon enough, Whyte discovered the challenges of just getting started in field research. But he soon realised that the careful field researcher needs to know when to speak up and when to simply listen, look and learn. The social structure of the rackets and political organizations are analyzed in Part II. Racketeers and PoliticiansIV. Chick and His
Club1. Training in Participant Observation7. The analysis explains people's loyalties and the significance of political and racket activities. Then he denied vehemently that any policeman had been paid off and immediately switched the conversation to another subject. Republican Politics8. The Changing Nature of Political Organization2. Social
Structure and Social Mobility1. Opposition to Chick5. Bowling and Social Ranking3. The Nortons and the Aphrodite Club4. Again in the Corner Gang11. In Whyte's work, we also see that participant observation is a method rife with tensions and contrasts. For Whyte, a big break came in the form of a young man named 'Doc,' whom he met in a local
social-service agency. Organization of the Policy Racket3. The Political Issue5. For the rest of that evening I felt very uncomfortable.' The next day, Doc offered some sound advice: 'Go easy on that "who," "what," "why," "when," "where" stuff, Bill. The Nature of Political ObligationsPart III. and A. Yet the depth of understanding gained through
research of this kind has greatly enriched our knowledge of many types of human communities. Back on Norton Street9. DisintegrationII. Based on participant observation, this sociological study of "Cornerville" (Boston's North End), an Italian slum community, focuses on social structure, social mobility, and the patterns of racketeering and political
corruption. Politics and the Social Structure1. Many were poor and lived economically precarious lives, quite unlike the more affluent Bostonians familiar to Whyte. First Efforts5. If people accept you, you can just hang around, and you'll learn the answers in the long run without even having to ask the questions.' (1981: 303) In the months and years
that followed, Whyte became familiar with life in Cornerville, and even married a local woman. One evening, he joined a group of Cornerville people engaged in a discussion of neighbourhood gambling. Doc and His Boys1. The Social Structure3. At the time, Cornerville was home to first- and second-generation Italian immigrants. This is followed by an
analysis of the "big shots" in the social structure. Wanting to get the facts straight, Whyte asked naively, 'I suppose the cops were all paid off?' 'In a heartbeat, the gambler's jaw dropped. Organizing the Club3. Political Rallies5. Relations with the Police4. Personal Background2. Or he could have asked members of the community to come to his
Harvard office for interviews. Loading PreviewSorry, preview is currently unavailable. The Second Season6. Election Day6. Insight depends on getting close to others, while scientific observation demands detachment. You can download the paper by clicking the button above. Beginning with Doc6. Planning the Study4. Its flexibility helps a researcher
respond to an unfamiliar setting but makes replication difficult for others. Whyte's friendship with Doc illustrates the importance of a key informant in field research. But it is easy to see that such formal strategies would have prompted little cooperation from the local people and yielded few insights. Listening to Whyte's account of his bungled efforts
to make friends in Cornerville, Doc sympathetically decided to take Whyte under his wing and introduce him to others in the community. The study examines the nature of this cooperation and how it is established. Studying Racketeering12. Replanning the Research10. On the contrary, most immigrants were working hard, many had earned
considerable success, and some could even boast of having sent children to college. Because any person has a particular circle of friends, a key informant's guidance is certain to introduce bias into the study. Chick Morelli’s CareerIII. Popular wisdom in Boston held that Cornerville was a place to avoid: a poor, chaotic slum inhabited by racketeers. Of
course, he might have taken a pile of questionnaires to one of Cornerville's community centres and asked local people to fill them out. Presently, he thought he might have an opportunity when a fellow sat down with two women. The Social Structure of Racketeering1. He gamely remarked, 'Pardon me. Participant observation calls for little expense,
since no elaborate equipment or laboratory is needed, but a comprehensive community study does take time - typically a year or more. 1943), describes Cornerville as a highly organised community with a distinctive code of values, complex social patterns and particular social conflicts. Disintegration7. Marching on City Hall13. Early on, Whyte
dropped in at a local bar, hoping to buy a woman a drink and encourage her to talk about Cornerville. Doc’s Political Campaign5. Preview Preview Back to top List of IllustrationsPreface to the Fourth EditionIntroduction: Cornerville and Its PeoplePart I: Corner Boys and College BoysI. This third edition has been revised and expanded as a result of
information obtained in 1980.
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